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7 Preludios para violín solo
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(a velocidad de trémolo)

Lo ideal es tener un arco sin barnizar para poder hace col legno y arco mixto adecuadamente. 
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7 Preludios para Violín solo
The ideal is to have an unvarnished arco in order to be able to make col legno and 
arco mixto. 

Prelude 1º- 
1) Pizzicato of left hand.
2)Tremolo will affect only the note that carries it, other notes, although they are linked will
not be affected.

Prelude 2º- 
3) To grow and to accelerate, to diminish and to slow down the vibrato.
4) Rubbing the bow in a circular direction where it is usually played and increasing the
rotation speed and sound intensity / in reverse.
5) As fast as possible.
6) White noise. Pressing with all the fingers of the left hand on the Tastiera playing on the
IV C. without playing it at the same time as rubbing the bow lightly.. 

Prelude 3º-
7) Pizzicato Bartok.
8) Quarter tone up / down.

Prelude 4º-
9) Pizzicato sul Ponticello (always with fingernail) Pizzicato sul Tasto (always with
fingertip)
10) Gliss. attacked with Pizzicato Bartok, when in a gliss. two notes are taken with a
ligature, the second is not attacked.
11) Repeat the passage as long as the bar lasts.
12) Increase progressively the speed of the attack.

Prelude 5º- (not specific)



Prelude 6º- 
13) ( at tremolo speed) Arpeggio the chord continuously for the duration of the figure,
starting the arpeggio in the direction of the arrow.
          ( up / down, down / up, Always down. Always up.

14) Normal bow, Legno bow, Mixed bow (in horizontal direction rubbing with bristle
and legno at same time), Battuto bow.
15) Play where ordinary, sul Tasto, sul Ponticello.

Prelude 7º-
16) Taking the bow progressively to the indicated place.
17) Complete the chord with ad lib harmonics on the indicated string.
18) Accelerando or ritardando the tremolo.
19) Click with the thumb and middle fingers of the left hand.
20) Percussion on the instrument case.
21) Molto vibrato attacked with Pizzicato Bartok.
22) Tremolo of the whole hand up and down as the strumming of a guitar.
23) Pizzicato in the usual place, sul Tasto, sul Ponticello.
24) Pizzicato with several fingers of the hand alternatively.
25) Pizzicato and when bouncing the string, tread on the harmonic.
26) Pizzicato in the direction of the arrow.



The ideal is to have an unvarnished bow in order to be able to make col legno and 
arco mixto. 
Prelude 1º-
1) Left hand pizzicato.
2)Tremolo will affect only the note that carries it, other notes, although they are 
linked will not be affected.
Prelude 2º-
3) To grow and to accelerate, to diminish and to slow down the vibrato.
4) Rubbing the bow in a circular direction where it is usually played and increasing 
the rotation speed and sound intensity / in reverse.
5) As fast as possible.
6) White noise. Pressing with all the fingers of the left hand on the Tastiera playing 
on the IV string without playing it at the same time as rubbing the bow lightly.
Prelude 3º-
7) Pizzicato Bartok.
8) Quarter of tone up / down.
Prelude 4º-
9) Pizzicato sul Ponticello (always with fingernail) Pizzicato sul Tasto (always with 
fingertip)
10) Gliss. attacked with Pizzicato Bartok, when in a gliss. two notes are taken with a 
ligature, the second is not attacked.
11) Repeat the passage as long as the bar lasts.
12) Increase progressively the speed of the attack.
Prelude 5º- (not specific)
Prelude 6º-
13) ( at tremolo speed) Arpeggio chord continuously for the duration of the figure, 
starting the arpeggio in the direction of the arrow. 
 ( up / down, down / up, Always down. Always up.
14) Normal bow, Legno bow, Mixt bow (in horizontal direction rubbing with bristle 
and legno at same time), Battuto bow. 
15) Play where ordinary, sul Tasto, sul Ponticello.

Siete Preludios para violín solo
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